Responding in 1886 to the publication of Charles F. Richardson's widely read literary history, The Primer of American Literature, Matthew Arnold could only react with astonishment: 'Are we to have a Primer of Canadian Literature too, and a Primer of Australian? ... [T] hese things are not only absurd; they are also retarding.' Presumably, Arnold's resistance to the idea of national literatures written largely in European languages but with distinctive literary histories would have increased to consternation at the prospect of a volume such as E.D. Blodgett's history of Canadian literary histories.
As his title indicates, Blodgett predictably sees Canadian experience defeating unitary narratives as literary histories contribute to the invention of a nation. Literary histories focused on English Canada, French Canada, First Nations, Inuit, and immigrant communities reveal five distinct positions of power and ideological commitment in reading and writing the past. Most English-Canadian literary histories begin from Arnoldian assumptions of extending English literary space into North America and read Canadian literary history through questions most succinctly captured in Northrop Frye's 'Where is here?' From Camille Roy onwards, most Québécois literary histories choose not Cartier but the Conquest as a starting point, and the insistence on that movement in time governs underlying assumptions of a literary history moving 'from Egypt to Jerusalem.' Histories of First Nations, Inuit, and ethnic minority writing also begin from a defined moment of rupture, but 'the paucity of historical markers' for these literatures also pushes their historiography towards an English-Canadian emphasis on culture as a space to be occupied. Ultimately, however, the preoccupations of these histories are less with either time or space than with threats to continuity and continuation within the specific cultures.
As a distinguished scholar of comparative literature, Blodgett is unapologetically Eurocentric in his insistence on placing literary stock-taking in Canada in relation to European precedents and parallels. Thus, he eschews postcolonial comparisons with Australia, New Zealand, or the United States in order to begin instead with patterns apparent in the literary historiography of 'new nations' in Europe: Belgium (1830) attempting 'both to address history as a place of change and to explain its interrelation with literature,' he is unwilling to grant the same effusive praise to New's book as he lavishes upon the only other history achieving this balance, the multi-volume La vie littéraire au Québec prepared by the research team of the Centre de la recherche en littérature québecoise. Finding 'a certain greatness' in histories such as La vie 'that at once inscribe a vision and demonstrate both its operation and significance,' Blodgett can find single-author precedents for such virtuosity in a couple of nineteenthcentury Italian literary histories but none in Canada. In his view, 'a comparative history of literatures of Canada is practically impossible for a single author,' and so while acknowledging that New's book explicitly argues that 'the idea of nation that literary history struggles with has not yet been fully invented as an articulated entity,' Blodgett seems somewhat grudging as he mourns the absence of a 'summary conclusion' in New's History.
Curiously, Blodgett proceeds directly from this reservation to his own final 'Afterthoughts, Models, Possibilities?' Just as New concludes with 'it is well to regard this entire book as history-in-process,' Blodgett's final words move to the same place in acknowledging 'the history that can never be definitive. ' This reference book purports to list the 'inspiration' for some of the characters in Canadian fiction in English and to some small extent in French. There are no entries for drama, films, or poems. The list is arranged alphabetically by characters' names with the title of the novel or story, the original date of publication, and the author cited below that. This is followed by a brief description of the relationship between the character and actual person upon whom the character is based. A small doodle of a pair of spectacles refers the reader either to other characters inspired by the same person or relatives who turn up in other titles. Once in while there are photos of the persons in question. The index is listed by author, and another list of 'Sources' is set down alphabetically by characters' names. There is also a foreword by Bill Richardson which attempts to justify the book's existence, and an introduction by the author in which he sets down the book's limitations and uses. The 'Sources' are mostly biographies along with a smattering of memoirs and interviews. Scholars interested in testing the accuracy of the
